
WCBA members and their guests celebrated the holiday season at our 
Annual Holiday Reception event held at Paesano’s Restaurant.  New Lawyers 

co-chairs Fawn Armstrong and Stephanie Garris presented Jinan Hamood 
(pictured above with daughter Zara) with an appreciation award in recogni-
tion of her contributions to the New Lawyers Section.  In the spirit of giving, 
our charity this year was Ele’s Place which is dedicated to creating awareness 

of and support for grieving children and their families. 

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News, 
Frank Weir – Photographer.

Additional photos are available at www.washbar.org  
in our photo gallery.
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SPECIALIZING IN SELLING REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATED 
WITH ESTATE SALES, PROBATE, AND DIVORCE.  CALL 
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL ASSESSMENT. 

An exclusive affiliate of Coldwell Banker Previews International

ALEX MILSHTEYN, CRS, GRI, ABR 

(734) 417-3560 | alex@alexmi.com | www.alexmi.com | Associate Broker  
Coldwell Banker Weir Manuel, 2723 S. State St., Suite 130, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

Don’t let a real estate 
asset delay a
settlement.
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Above: Jim Fink and Nick Roumel present David
Shand with the WCBA and Legal Services of
South Central Michigan Pro Bono/Public Service
Award. Below: ??

The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar 
Association wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!

2018-2019 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs:  
W. Daniel Troyka & Mag. Tamara A. Garwood

Blanchard & Walker, PLLC

Bredell and Bredell

Christensen Law

Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.

Dickinson Wright PLLC

Dykema

Fink & Fink, PLLC

Foley, Baron, Metzger & Juip, PLLC

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & Garris, P.C.

Geherin Law Group, PLLC

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC

Law Office of Jinan M. Hamood

Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Mackmiller Manchester, PLLC

Nationwide Interlock

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach,
Buiteweg & Solomon, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

The Vincent Law Firm, P.C.

Washtenaw County Legal News

Widgeon Dispute Resolution, PLC

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News – Frank Weir, Photographer  •Please see www.washbar.org for additional photos.

30th Annual Bench-Bar Conference

Above: John Reiser,
Karen Field, Angela
Poviliatis and Amy
Reiser. Right:  Robert
Dawid and Anna
Frushour

The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar 
Association wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!

2018-2019 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs:  
W. Daniel Troyka & Mag. Tamara A. Garwood

Blanchard & Walker, PLLC

Bredell and Bredell

Christensen Law

Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.

Dickinson Wright PLLC

Dykema

Fink & Fink, PLLC

Foley, Baron, Metzger & Juip, PLLC

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & Garris, P.C.

Geherin Law Group, PLLC

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC

Law Office of Jinan M. Hamood

Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Mackmiller Manchester, PLLC

Nationwide Interlock

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach,
Buiteweg & Solomon, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

The Vincent Law Firm, P.C.

Washtenaw County Legal News

Widgeon Dispute Resolution, PLC

�e annual conference was held on May 3rd at Travis Pointe Country Club.
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Annual Award Dinner
and Election

ab

�e Hon. Richard E. Conlin was presented with the Professional-
ism and Civility in the Practice of Law Award in the presence of a
packed room of well-wishers, friends and colleagues.  �e Hon.
Timothy P. Connors administered the oath of o�ce to the 2019-
2020 WCBA Board of Directors.  WCBA President Elizabeth Jol-
li�e passed the gavel and congratulations to incoming President
Elect Mark Jane.

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News - 
Frank Weir, Photographer 

Please see  page 10 and www.washbar.org  for additional photos 

IT’S WHERE 
YOU BELONG!

WCBA benefits include…

- Inclusion in our online member 
directory accessible to the public

- Networking opportunities
- Complimentary Washtenaw County Legal  

News & Res Ipsa Loquitur
- Free copies, faxes, and notary services 

in the WCBA office
- Reduced rates for legal seminars
- Use of designated computers, printers, 

and internet in the WCBA office
- Increased knowledge through section 

meetings and seminars
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Welcome to Our New Members!
Attorney Members

Michael L. Auten (P81884) – City of Detroit Law Department
Amy C. Blackwell (P60226) – U of M Office of the VP & General Counsel

Kyle H. Bredell (P81852) – Bredell and Bredell
Christine N. Czuprynski (P81771) – McDonald Hopkins PLC

Lisa F. Geherin (P61252) – Institute of Continuing Legal Education
Alexander W. Heritier (P77440) – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Erika S. Julien (P63124) – Julien Law PLLC
Hannah Rose Muller (P82817) – Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen (P83311) – Law Office of Mary O’Leary

Steven A. Roach (P39555) – Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C.
Alan D. Speck (P72602) – Law Office of Alan D. Speck

Sydney E. Wright (P82944) – Miller & Tischler, P.C.
Laura D. Yagi (P83268)

Associate Members
Muaitaer Abulaiti

Dr. Meghan O’Neil – U of M Law School
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CLASSIFIEDS
Family Law Associate 
Attorney- NICHOLS, SACKS,
SLANK, SENDELBACH,
BUITEWEG & SOLOMON,
PC is seeking a highly motivated
associate with 2 – 5 years of
family law experience. Inter-
ested candidates should submit
a cover letter, resume and writ-
ing sample to: info@nsssb.com.

successfully challenged state promotional policies and decisions for union 
employees when they were based on race and gender.  However, recoverable 
damages for adverse actions short of discharge or severe harassment often 
are insufficient to support such a claim.

III. Conclusion

I settled my first employment case in 1988 for approximately $250,000.00, 
which then was a lot of money. I thought employment cases were easy. Oh, was 
I wrong! But I kept at it because I found the cases interesting and most of the 
clients worthy. If I had a “do-over”, I would still specialize in employment cases. 
However, I would from the very beginning be mindful of the economic realities 
of contingent fee employment cases:
 1. They are high risk but many times not high reward;
 2. Disciplined screening is essential to a prosperous practice;
 3. Specialization is essential to effective screening; and 
 4. Employment cases, because they are hotly contested, are not for the                        
     faint of heart.

James (Jim) Fett graduated in 1986 from the University of Michigan 
with Law and MBA degrees. He initially practiced at a large western 
Michigan management labor and employment law firm. Since 1988 
he has practiced primarily plaintiff employment law. However, 10-
15% of his cases continue to be on behalf of management. Jim was 
also an American Arbitration Association neutral in employment and 
commercial cases for approximately 15 years. He holds the distinction of 
successfully trying the first sex harassment case (against Ann Arbor) on 
Court TV (now TruTV) in 1995.  He can be reached at 734-954-0100 or 
jim@fettlaw.com.

 
 Your clients cannot take it  

with them! 
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The Economics of Contingent Fee  
Plaintiff Employment Cases
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I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality
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�e Hon. Richard E. Conlin was presented with the Professional-
ism and Civility in the Practice of Law Award in the presence of a
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Timothy P. Connors administered the oath of o�ce to the 2019-
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Welcome to Our New Members!
Attorney Members

Michael L. Auten (P81884) – City of Detroit Law Department
Amy C. Blackwell (P60226) – U of M Office of the VP & General Counsel

Kyle H. Bredell (P81852) – Bredell and Bredell
Christine N. Czuprynski (P81771) – McDonald Hopkins PLC

Lisa F. Geherin (P61252) – Institute of Continuing Legal Education
Alexander W. Heritier (P77440) – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Erika S. Julien (P63124) – Julien Law PLLC
Hannah Rose Muller (P82817) – Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen (P83311) – Law Office of Mary O’Leary

Steven A. Roach (P39555) – Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C.
Alan D. Speck (P72602) – Law Office of Alan D. Speck

Sydney E. Wright (P82944) – Miller & Tischler, P.C.
Laura D. Yagi (P83268)

Associate Members
Muaitaer Abulaiti

Dr. Meghan O’Neil – U of M Law School
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Michigan Trailblazers: Women in the Workplace

Annual Award Dinner and Election

WLAM – Washtenaw Region and the WCBA’s New Lawyers’ section
sponsored a joint panel discussion at Stonebridge Golf Club on April 25th.

Above: Nick Roumel, Kristin Davis, Patricia Reiser, Sandy
Musser, Alison Love, Hon. Judith E. Levy, Hon. Betty R.
Widgeon (ret.), Dr. Maya Hammoud, Jennifer Lawrence,
Angela Walker, Parisa Ghazaeri, Stephanie Garris, and
Jinan Hamood.

Jean and the Hon. Richard E.
Conlin

Doaa Al-Howaishy and Lynn McGuire

Olga Yermalenka, Nike Gatti and Ashwin
Patel

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News – Frank Weir, Photographer •Please see www.washbar.org for additional photos.

Lawyers Section

Annual Award Dinner and Election – April 11th

Mike
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I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality

ab

Rebecca A. Harvey
Rebecca Harvey was born and raised in New York, and moved to Michigan to attend the University of Michigan where she 
discovered that Michigan is her true home.  Needing a break from school, she worked for a few years before attending law school 
at Michigan State University College of Law.  After graduating from law school, she moved to Manchester where her husband grew 
up and where they are now raising their three wonderful children.  She has a solo practice in Manchester where she mainly concentrates on Family Law issues 
and Estate Planning.  She is in her second term as the Secretary of the Manchester Community Schools Board of Education, and can be reached at  
law@RebeccaAHarvey.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? 
Where did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
Coming from a family who LOVES to argue, I have always known I wanted 
to be an attorney.  As a child, I was pretty successful at getting what I wanted 
through a logical and well planned out argument.  I attended law school at 
Detroit College of Law, which became Michigan State University College of 
Law the month before my graduation.  But I am still True Blue!

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
My first “official” job was a newspaper delivery girl, where I went up and 
down my block on my bicycle delivering newspapers every day and collecting 
payment once a week.  Since then, I have been a babysitter, lifeguard, a swim 
instructor, a CPR and First Aid instructor, a waitress and finally an attorney 
and best job ever: MOM!

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
Although I don’t currently practice it, I love criminal law.  I’ve always been 
so interested in the process and working with the crime to figure out how to 
solve the case (legally) and end with practical result (although I know that 
doesn’t happen as often as you think).  I also love the juvenile division.  It’s so 
hard when young kids get caught in the middle of something that is not their 
fault, or something they cannot control.  But it’s so exhilarating when we can 
settle a case that puts that child back in the best possible situation and on the 
track for a successful future.

Tell us a little about your family.
My husband is a Michigan native.  He was born in Ann Arbor, lived in 
Saline as a child and moved back to the farm where his mother was raised 
in Manchester.  He graduated from Ferris State University and went back to 
Manchester to settle down.  We were married in 2005 and welcomed our first 
daughter in 2007.  Our son was born in 2009 and we welcomed our youngest 
(and final) daughter in 2013.  There are so many friends whom we consider 
family, but it would take up too much space to name them all.  My kids are 
all currently involved in numerous activities, including sports, book club and 
Cub Scouts to name a few.  We are constantly on the go!

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney today?  
I feel like one of the biggest challenges revolves around our economy.  
Michigan is still struggling financially, and hiring an attorney is a luxury 
many cannot afford.  Either people don’t initially hire an attorney or when 
they do, they want the very minimal amount of help (to keep the costs down).  
It makes it hard to adequately represent a client when the information they 
give you, or allow you to handle, is restricted.  The other challenge is being 
hired to “fix the mess” that results when a client tried to handle the case on 
their own and was unsuccessful.  Fixing a case that has gone down a wrong 
(and, sometimes, detrimental) path is a much more involved representation 

and clients can get upset about all the work that has to be done (and the cost 
of that work) to make things right.  
  
What would your second career choice have been if you had not become 
a lawyer?
Astronaut.  Definitely an astronaut!  (Says the 5-year-old in me!)

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Be confident.  Don’t doubt yourself.  You went through years of a tough 
education to get your law degree, which isn’t easy to do. But you have the 
knowledge to succeed.  Now, know you can!

What is your favorite movie or book?
The Princess Bride.  Inconceivable!  

Describe a perfect day off.
Laying on a beach, reading a book, listening to the ocean waves and no one 
yelling, “Mooooooooom!” 

What are some of your favorite places that you have visited?
Definitely Israel and Paris.  Two completely different places, but so much 
history and beauty in both.  However, my bucket list includes trying to visit 
all 50 states.  I have already been to Hawaii and Alaska (among others), so I’m 
on my way.  

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Any U of M sporting event, usually with my family.  

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to spend it?
I have 3 kids, who has extra money? 

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Again, 3 kids…what spare time?  But on the off chance I have some time, I 
usually like to take my kids outside for some activity:  bike rides, throwing the 
ball around, walks, or just drawing with chalk on the sidewalk.  

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What is the greatest 
benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
The best part of the WCBA is the staff.  Kyeena and Kelley are always so 
friendly and upbeat.  The other great benefit is the courthouse office.  I can’t 
count how many times there has been a last minute change to an order or 
some surprise that comes up, and running down to the office to download 
a form, or use the computer to change an order, or make copies has made 
things so convenient and worthwhile!  Thank you!

Soni Mithani

Although I was born in Missouri, I grew up in Saginaw, Michigan.  I am a graduate of the University of Michigan Business School 
and Harvard Law School.  I practiced law in Washington, D.C. for four years before moving back to Michigan.  I have been an 
attorney with Miller Canfield since 1999.  I live in Ann Arbor with my husband, Jeffrey Morenoff, who is a professor of sociology 
and public policy at the University of Michigan, and our daughter.  I also serve on the Board of Directors for Ozone House, which provides crisis-intervention 
services to at-risk youth in Washtenaw County. I can be reached at mithani@millercanfield.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney?  Anything else 
interesting?

I knew I wanted to be a lawyer starting in high school.  I originally 
wanted to be a prosecuting attorney, but switched gears when I found 
my civil procedure much more interesting than my criminal law and 
procedure classes.  During law school, I worked in the school-run 
legal aid clinic for two years and as a 3L, I argued a case on appeal 
before the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?  

I worked retail in high school and college.  My senior year of college 
I worked at The Earport, a little jewelry store on South University 
where I learned how to make earrings and pierce ears.  

What would your second career choice have been if you had not 
become a lawyer?

Realistically, I probably would have settled into a career in finance or 
accounting, especially because I earned a BBA from the University 
of Michigan.  But, I have definitely grown (and changed) as a person 
over the years and I think if I had the opportunity to do it all over 
again, I would be a social worker.  

What is your favorite movie or book?

My favorite movie is “The Princess Bride.”  It’s the only movie where 
I’ve actually memorized several of the lines.  And, it still makes me 
laugh.  I have too many favorite books to list them all, but my list 
includes “Jane Eyre,” “Little Women,” “A Wrinkle in Time,” “And 
the Band Played On,” “The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and 
Clay,” “Atonement ” (but not the ending), “The Goldfinch,” “The  
Poisonwood Bible,” “The Stand,” “The Art of Fielding,” . . .  I could go 
on and on; there are so many books with characters and stories that 
have moved me over the years.  

 What are some of your favorite places that you have visited?

I have been incredibly fortunate to travel and visit many different 
places in my lifetime.  It is hard to narrow down my favorites.  When 
I was a kid, I loved visiting Washington, D.C., so much so that I 
decided to live there after I completed law school.  In my twenties, I 
visited Kenya and went on safari.  It was breathtaking to wake up in 
the morning and watch the animals trek towards water just around 

sunrise.  When I was in my thirties, my husband and I visited Banff 
and hiked the Athabasca Glacier.  Staring down a crevasse and seeing 
glacial attrition were eye-opening experiences.  Shortly after that, we 
visited Paris and spent a week living in a third-story apartment on 
the Ile de St. Louis (which made us feel like authentic Parisians).  In 
my forties, my family toured Tuscany and Piemonte with a family 
friend, who happens to be a wine importer and so we experienced the 
vineyards of Italy first-hand.  And, recently, we visited Madrid and I 
was able to purchase handmade leather gloves at a tiny shop that has 
been in business since World War I.  But, my most favorite place to 
visit has been the Keweenaw Peninsula in Michigan, which is home to 
several beautiful waterfalls along with spectacular beaches filled with 
jasper and quartz and the rare Petoskey stone here and there!

What are your favorite local hangouts? 

My favorite Ann Arbor haunt is Zola Bistro.  I love stopping in for 
dinner and drinks on a Friday evening or for brunch on Sunday 
morning.  I also enjoy getting tea at the Tea Haus, grabbing 
sandwiches at Zingerman’s Deli, having a feast at Blue Nile, and 
walking to the old Big Ten Party Store (now York) on Packard for 
quick bite to eat.  I’m not a coffee drinker so, unfortunately, all of Ann 
Arbor’s great coffee spots are lost on me.  

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to spend it?

Polish pottery.  I’m addicted! 

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?

In my spare time, I enjoy giving back to the community and the 
profession when I can.  In addition to volunteering with Ozone House, 
I serve on the State Bar’s Standing Committee for Character and 
Fitness and on the State Bar Government Law Section Council.  I also 
enjoy gardening in our 80-year old garden, and playing the piano.  I 
also love hanging out with my family, reading fiction, cooking for 
friends, and watching U of M football and basketball.  

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What is the 
greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?

I choose to be a member of the WCBA because over the years, it has 
offered great opportunities to get involved in our community bar and 
to get to know the other lawyers who practice in Washtenaw County.  

mailto:mithani@millercanfield.com
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message

May/June 20198

Greetings fellow members of the 
Washtenaw County Bar Association!

It is such an honor to be writing to you as 
the President of this amazing organization.  
I intend my stewardship as President of the 

WCBA to follow the fine examples all of the past presidents have set 
for me, including those of Elizabeth Jolliffe (from whom I am taking 
the gavel this year).  I want to expressly thank her for all she has done 
– not just for all of her hard work with the WCBA, but also for all the 
advice she has given me as a mentor and as a friend.  I cannot wait to 
continue the terrific programs she spearheaded this past year –not to 
mention team-up again as two-time defending champions at the 2020 
Annual Trivia Night!

This organization means different things to our different members, 
which is a natural result of all that we do.  To some, it is a great 
outlet for substantive programming.  To others, it provides volunteer 
opportunities to give back to this Washtenaw County community that 
we love.  To others, it provides a terrific opportunity to collaborate 
and communicate with our tremendous bench.  To me, it’s all those 
things, and a little more.

I went to law school in Chicago and decided to come back to 
Michigan to start my career as an attorney in another county.   In 
hindsight, I wish I would have joined a bar association when I first 
started practicing.  Instead, the only interactions I had with other 
attorneys was when I would talk to my colleagues or go to court (yes, 
I litigated some when I first started practice, believe it or not).  But I 
felt like something was missing from my career, because I really did 
not know anyone (outside of the occasional, brief courthouse or office 
discussion).

When I had the opportunity later in my career to move to Ann Arbor 
to work at Butzel Long, my brother Matthew Jane told me the best 
thing I could do was join the WCBA, because it offers a wonderful 
opportunity for networking and establishing a practice in the region.  
He was absolutely right, and not simply because this organization is 
everything he told me it would be.  No, he was right because, of most 
importance to me, it is a wonderful place for all of us Washtenaw 
County attorneys to get to know each other.  I think it makes the 
practice of law a little bit easier knowing that we all have each other 
to talk to, to gain additional knowledge from and perspective on each 
other, and commiserate about the things we all go through.

In fact, and I don’t want to suggest that there should be any sort 
of expectation of this from WCBA involvement, but I met my wife 
Heather Garvock at the 2009 Wine Tasting.  We talked a lot that night 
about being newer attorneys, and just haven’t really stopped talking 
about it ever since (minus the “newer” part).

I think everyone has their own unique reason for joining the WCBA 
– I sure did.  It is my goal this coming bar year to remind everyone 
that we are here to fulfill that reason you joined the bar.  Whether 
that is inviting a client to the annual golf outing as a means to develop 
a professional business relationship, tapping into your competitive 
spirit at trivia night, or attending a seminar in order to discuss a hot 
legal topic of the day, everyone has a reason they joined the WCBA.  I 
am here to listen to your concerns, questions, and requests in order to 
make your experience with the WCBA the best it can be.  Not only do 
I hope that you end the year with that renewed perspective, but that 
you also discover there is so much more that we offer.  Together, we 
can all make the bar experience as unique as Washtenaw County.

Mark
Mark W. Jane

jane@butzel.com

2 May/June 2019
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SPECIALIZING IN SELLING REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATED 
WITH ESTATE SALES, PROBATE, AND DIVORCE.  CALL 
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL ASSESSMENT. 

An exclusive affiliate of Coldwell Banker Previews International

ALEX MILSHTEYN, CRS, GRI, ABR 

(734) 417-3560 | alex@alexmi.com | www.alexmi.com | Associate Broker  
Coldwell Banker Weir Manuel, 2723 S. State St., Suite 130, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

Don’t let a real estate 
asset delay a
settlement.
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Above: Jim Fink and Nick Roumel present David
Shand with the WCBA and Legal Services of
South Central Michigan Pro Bono/Public Service
Award. Below: ??

The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar 
Association wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!

2018-2019 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs:  
W. Daniel Troyka & Mag. Tamara A. Garwood

Blanchard & Walker, PLLC

Bredell and Bredell

Christensen Law

Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.

Dickinson Wright PLLC

Dykema

Fink & Fink, PLLC

Foley, Baron, Metzger & Juip, PLLC

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & Garris, P.C.

Geherin Law Group, PLLC

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC

Law Office of Jinan M. Hamood

Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Mackmiller Manchester, PLLC

Nationwide Interlock

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach,
Buiteweg & Solomon, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

The Vincent Law Firm, P.C.

Washtenaw County Legal News

Widgeon Dispute Resolution, PLC

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News – Frank Weir, Photographer  •Please see www.washbar.org for additional photos.

30th Annual Bench-Bar Conference

Above: John Reiser,
Karen Field, Angela
Poviliatis and Amy
Reiser. Right:  Robert
Dawid and Anna
Frushour
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�e annual conference was held on May 3rd at Travis Pointe Country Club.

Thank you to our attorneys who volunteered  
their time for Law Day 2019!  

We helped 39 members of the public. 
You make a difference!

Samuel Bernstein
Kristin Davis
Gregory Dodd

Richard Genesco
Jennifer Lawrence
Amanda Murray

Francie Novar
Samuel Nuxoll
Steven Roach

You may recall from my President’s Message 
in the July/August 2019 edition of Res Ipsa 
Loquitur that the primary goal during 
my term is to remind all members of the 
advantages and opportunities offered by 
the Washtenaw County Bar Association 

(“WCBA”), particularly for those who seek a deeper involvement in our 
organization.  In my opinion, section participation serves as the chief 
driver of WCBA progress. 

If you are skeptical, just take a look at the six-prong mission statement of 
the WCBA as set forth on washbar.org:

• To insist upon the highest standards of civility and ethical integrity of 
all participants in the legal process;

• To improve public understanding of the legal system, the substantive 
law, and the role of lawyers;

• To pursue diversity and foster a sense of community among 
Association members;

• To advance professional development and excellence through 
educational programs and services for its members;

• To promote affordable access to the justice system through traditional 
and non-traditional means; and

• To work with the bench to improve the effectiveness and fairness of 
the legal system.

WCBA sections provide an outlet for all members to meet this mission 
statement on a substantive, practice-specific level.  To wit, WCBA sections 
provide educational resources during business meetings and continuing 
legal education (“CLE”) programs; publication possibilities; leadership 
opportunities; and networking environments.

Of course, the first thing that likely comes to every member’s mind 
when thinking of section participation is the business meetings and 
CLE events.  Each section makes a concerted, dedicated effort to offer 
stirring programming designed to update members on timely substantive, 
ethical, and judicial issues.  For example, the Trial Practice Section met on 
November 21, 2019 to discuss the recent changes to the court rules that took 
effect at the start of 2020.  This meeting provided a terrific opportunity for 
attendees to have pressing questions answered on the impact of the rules 
on practitioners before the implementation date.  Additionally, the Estate 
Planning, Probate & Trust Law Section met on December 10, 2019, where 
Alethia Battles explained the impact of a Michigan statute regarding 
extraordinary medical procedures and implications for probate attorneys, 
healthcare providers, and guardians.

Another advantage of section participation is the opportunity for 
publication in Res Ipsa Loquitur.  Specifically, each section is permitted 
at least one substantive article for publication each bar year (July through 
June).  Writing an article is a tremendous outlet for any section member 
who wants to submit an explanation of a pressing or esoteric legal issue, 

thereby promoting one’s own practice while simultaneously educating the 
readership.

An unsung benefit of section involvement is the ability of members to enter 
WCBA leadership positions.  These positions not only provide a degree of 
notoriety, but also the opportunity to hone speaking, writing, and project-
management.  I don’t say this lightly, as the New Lawyers Section was my 
own stepping stone to greater involvement with the WCBA.  I leveraged my 
two-year term in the New Lawyers Section to positions leading the Judiciary 
Committee and as Community Liaison, culminating in my eventual 
turn on the WCBA Executive Committee and Presidency.  Crucially, the 
proficiencies I acquired as a chair of the New Lawyers Section enhanced 
my own practice, as I became increasingly adept at steering meetings and 
offering advice that could be received and understood by a broad audience.

Finally, section participants will always have ample windows for key 
networking.  Unlike general WCBA meetings, sections promote practice-
specific engagements.  Thus, attendees can collaborate with individuals of 
common interests and perhaps meet with key point persons in fields of 
interest.

As a reminder, our wonderful sections (and their current co-chairs) are:

• ADR: Edmund Sikorski, Jr. and Hon. Betty Widgeon (ret.)
• Bankruptcy Law: Jeffery Sattler and Gregory Dodd
• Business & Tax Law: Andrew Bossory, Daniel C. Cramer, and Sarah 

Wixson
• Criminal Law: Erika Julien and Susan Longsworth
• Estate Planning, Probate & Trust Law: Mara Kent and Richard Mills
• Family Law: Parisa Ghazaeri and Stefanie Meisel
• Federal Practice: Trent Collier and Jonathan Koch
• Immigration Law: Heather Garvock and Marva De Armas
• Intellectual Property Law: Thomas Heed and L.G. Almeda
• LGBTQ Rights: Charlotte Croson and Francyne Stacey
• Labor and Employment: Frances Hollander and Angelina Irvine
• Marijuana Law: Benjamin Joffe and John Reiser
• New Lawyers: Stephanie Garris and Fawn Armstrong
• Real Estate: Randy Barker and Muneer Issa
• Solo and Small Firm: Eric Sloat and Michael Shelton
• Trial Practice: Alison Carruthers and Paul Stewart

Feel free to reach out to me, or the current co-chairs, for more information 
on upcoming section events and involvement opportunities!

Mark
Mark W. Jane

jane@butzel.com

mailto:jane@butzel.com
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Before starting a divorce case, wouldn’t it be helpful if 
you had all of the client’s financial information in front 
of you before you ever filed the Complaint? If your 
client files bankruptcy first, that would eliminate much 
of the debt problem from the coming divorce. And 
you would have a long list of financial information so 
that you could properly advise the client on what will 
happen in their divorce case, such as the amount of 
child support, the amount of spousal support, and the 
likely property division.
At an initial divorce consultation, a client usually wants 
to know how much they will pay or receive in child 
support and/or alimony. They want to know how the 
property will be divided. And they may not want to know, but they should be 
told, how the debts will be divided. But often the client provides only a sketchy 
picture of what their income, assets and debts are. The attorney can only work 
with the information provided. Garbage in, garbage out.
When filing Chapter 7 or Chapter 13 bankruptcy, the debtor’s attorney must 
have complete financial information, or the bankruptcy case cannot be filed. 
Often the client is motivated to gather this information because they want to 
stop a pending garnishment or other debt collection action. The bankruptcy 
attorney works with the client on this raw data collection. This approach differs 
from many divorce cases where the data is not collected until the discovery 
phase, when the case has already been filed.
In bankruptcy, data collection is completed before the bankruptcy is filed. If a 
divorce is later filed, all of this information can be quickly sent to the client’s 
divorce attorney by the bankruptcy attorney (with the client’s permission). 
Imagine if you had all this information in front of you the first time you met 
with a potential divorce client:

• Every paystub for the past six (6) full months for the client and any other 
people living in the client’s household.

• Proof of all other sources of the client’s income such as pensions, interest 
income, child support, alimony, severance pay, rental income, food 
stamps, social security, etc. for the past six (6) months.

• The client’s last two tax returns, state and federal.

• If the client has a business, proof of the client’s gross business income and 
business expenses for the past six (6) months, such as the businesses’ bank 
statements.

• Copies of recorded deeds to the client’s real property owned in the last 
three (3) years, including houses, townhomes, condominiums, coopera-
tives, vacant land, timeshares, etc.

• Copies of the recorded mortgage, home equity loan or line of credit 
statements.

• Property tax bill on the client’s house.

• Recent real estate broker’s price opinion of the value of the client’s house.

• Vehicle titles for each vehicle in the client’s name.

• Client’s recent credit report, with contact information for the creditors.

• Client’s bank account statements, credit union and investment or stock 
trading account statements, for the past 6 months.

• Most recent retirement plan statements for any IRA, 401(k), 403(b), 
TIAA-CREFF, annuity, education individual retirement account, tuition 
credit program or medical savings plan.

• Prior divorce judgments and child support orders.

• Copies of the client’s driver’s license or state identification card and 
social security card.

How many billable hours do you spend assembling this information for the 
divorce client? If there are debt problems in the divorce case, it is often wise to 
dispose of them with bankruptcy. And a by-product is eliminating the unneces-
sary duplication of attorney effort in gathering financial data. Our Bankruptcy 
Law Section members can help you collect this information, whether a bank-
ruptcy case is filed or not.  Call us – we can help.

Gregory L. Dodd, Co-Chair of the WCBA Bankruptcy Law Section, has 
been filing bankruptcy cases (Chapters 7 and 13) since 1995.   He currently 
handles only bankruptcy, divorce and probate matters. Mr. Dodd is a former 
WCBA President.  He can be reached at greg@gdoddlaw.com.
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart

FINANCIAL RAW DATA COLLECTION IN  
BANKRUPTCY, AND ITS USEFULNESS IN DIVORCE

Gregory L. Dodd
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THANK YOU 
to those that continue to support the WCBA by 
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for 

community service, law library, and technology 
improvements!

Elizabeth S. Arnkoff
Susan V. Brown – Chelsea Family Law

Adam H. Eichner – Eichner Realty, LLC
Suzanne R. Fanning – Suzanne R. Fanning, PLLC

Paul C. Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Peter C. Flintoft – Keusch, Flintoft & Fink, PLLC
Alexander W. Heritier – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique M. Liem – Liem Law & Mediation Office

Victor L. Lillich – Victor L. Lillich, JD & Associates, PLLC
Thomas C. Manchester – Law Office of Thomas C. 

Manchester
Sarah M. Meinhart – Sarah M. Meinhart, PLLC

Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen – Law Office of Mary O’Leary
John B. Owdziej – Law Office of John B. Owdziej

Lana A. Panagoulia – Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr. – Paterson Law Office

Margaret Dearden Petersen – Petersen Law PLLC
Eli N. Savit 

Jonathan D. Shapiro
Julie C. Sisson – Sisson Legal, PLC

John W. Stanowski – Stanowski and Associates
Nastassja A. Thomas – Hamilton, Graziano & London, 

PLC
John W. Whitman – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

sufficient for general jurisdiction.  A Plus Painting v. Summit Developers, Inc., 
et al., No. 16-151640-CB (Oakland Co. Cir., Oct. 5, 2016). Although A Plus 
Painting did not provide a detailed basis for its conclusion, it expressly found 
that Daimler posed no constitutional barrier to exercising general jurisdiction 
based on business registration alone. Id. at *3-4.   

 Take-away for Michigan Practitioners

Michigan practitioners should be aware of the new constitutional limits on the 
exercise of both general and specific jurisdiction, which are not fully reflected 
in Michigan case law. For general jurisdiction, practitioners should be mindful 
that general jurisdiction over a non-consenting corporate defendant will very 
likely be unconstitutional outside of the defendant’s place of incorporation 
and principal place of business. And for specific jurisdiction, a marginal nexus 
between a defendant’s contacts with a forum and the claims at issue may no 
longer support jurisdiction where it once did.  

But it remains an open question whether registering to do business in Michigan 
and appointing an agent for service of process supports an inference of consent 
to general jurisdiction, and if so, whether that consent would be valid under 
Daimler. Without a binding Michigan decision or a U.S. Supreme Court 
decision rejecting consent-by-registration, it is an argument worth trying. But 
given the trend emerging from other jurisdictions, the opportunity to argue it in 
Michigan might be short-lived. 

Paul Stewart is a litigation associate in Dykema’s Ann Arbor office. He represents 
clients on a range of commercial, regulatory, antitrust, environmental, and 
appellate matters. Mr. Stewart is the Co-Chair of the Trial Practice Section of the 
WCBA and can be reached at pstewart@dykema.com.
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message

May/June 20198

May/June20194

I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality
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Hire a qualified appraiser! 
 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 

Certified Residential Appraiser 
AQB Certified USPAP Instructor 

Residential appraisals and 
reviews 

 

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net 

https://annarborappraisals.com 
 

We Need Your Help!
Please donate 2 hours of your time.

The Washtenaw County Bar Association's
New Lawyers Section

is sponsoring
Law Day, USA 

Wednesday, May 1, 2019   10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library, 343 S. Fifth Ave., Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti District Library, 229 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti

During Law Day, USA, members of the public come in for a free 20-30 minute consultation.  Most needed areas of law are family,
landlord/tenant, real estate, estate planning, probate, and general civil.  We also usually have a few inquiries in employment and

consumer protection areas of law.

Contact Kelley Lindquist at 734-994-4912 or lindquistk@washtenaw.org to volunteer and to tell us the areas of law in which you will
give consultations and which location works best for you.

Thank you in advance!  We couldn't do this without you.
A minimum liability policy is required for participation.

If you are running late the day of the event, please call the WCBA office at 734-994-4912.

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

mailto:greg@gdoddlaw.com
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.eduor (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 
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After voters approved the Michigan Regulation and 
Taxation of Marihuana1 Act (“RTMA”) in the 2018 
election, Michigan became the tenth state to legalize 
the possession, use and cultivation of recreational 
marijuana.  Its passage marked the expansion of 
Michigan’s legal marijuana industry, which began 
with the Michigan Medical Marijuana Act in 2008, 
and which carries a parallel regulatory scheme that 
allows adults aged 21 or older to purchase regulated 
marijuana from licensed dispensaries around the 
state.  As of this writing, more than 60 commercial 
recreational license applications await final approval 
by the state, which to date has awarded licenses to six retail dispensaries (three 
of which began operating on December 1, 2019), three processing facilities, six 
growers, a testing laboratory, and a secure transporter.  Touted as a potential 
boon for Michigan’s economy, the expanding marijuana business has greatly 
impacted the real estate industry and will continue to do so as owners, real estate 
professionals, lawyers and entrepreneurs react to this evolving area. 

This article explores the conflict between federal and state marijuana laws, their 
potential implications for traditional real estate interests and transactions, and 
issues facing real estate professionals and attorneys who serve the marijuana 
industry.    

So, it’s legal, right?

Many states, including Michigan, have either decriminalized or legalized 
marijuana for medical and/or recreational purposes and have established 
regulatory schemes for licensing marijuana businesses.2  But since federal law 
defines marijuana as a “Schedule I” controlled substance, the growing, processing, 
selling, using and/or transporting marijuana in any form remains illegal under 
the federal Controlled Substances Act (“CSA”), 21 U.S.C. §§801-971, and related 
federal drug control laws.  Those laws not only make marijuana and marijuana-
related businesses illegal – regardless of any legalization under state law – they 
also place real estate and other assets connected with marijuana activity at risk of 
forfeiture.  Federal drug laws also expose individuals and businesses serving the 
marijuana industry to possible criminal liability.  

And because such businesses remain illegal under federal law, cannabis 
entrepreneurs have historically had difficulty finding real estate agents and 
attorneys who were willing and able to assist them.  Although the number of 
attorneys and real estate agents specializing in this area has grown over the last 
decade, those professionals continue to have trouble identifying lenders, insurers 
and title agents willing to finance, close and insure transactions involving 
marijuana properties.3  For this reason, cash, lease and land contract transactions 
have become most prevalent. Similarly, legal marijuana businesses in Michigan 
typically operate on a cash-only basis because they cannot lawfully maintain 
federally-insured bank accounts, accept credit cards, or use checks to pay for 
such things as rent, utilities, taxes or payroll expenses. The impact of the CSA can 
also be seen on the tax front: I.R.C. § 280E has consistently been applied by the 
IRS to disallow deductions for real estate and other ordinary expenses associated 
with operating a marijuana business.  See, e.g., Northern California Small 
Business Assistants Inc. v. Commissioner, 153 T.C. No. 4 (October 23, 2019)

1  So spelled in the title of the legislation.
2  As of December 1, 2019, eleven states have approved adult-use recreational cannabis and 33 states and territories have some form of legalized medical marijuana.  Twenty-six states, 
the District of Columbia and the U.S. Virgin Islands have also decriminalized possession, use or growth of small amounts of marijuana.
3  Even where a purchaser or tenant has no intention to use real estate for marijuana activity, it is still subject to federal seizure if it was previously used for that purpose.  For this reason 
(among other federal law prohibitions), banks will not lend, casualty insurance companies will not insure, and title agencies will not close or insure title in sale or mortgage transactions.
4  https://www.nar.realtor/reports/marijuana-and-real-estate-a-budding-issue

Efforts at the federal level to address the conflict among state and federal laws 
have enjoyed increased support from both major political parties.  On August 
29, 2013, the U.S. Department of Justice published a guidance memorandum 
authored by then Deputy Attorney General James Cole, who established priorities 
for federal prosecutors operating in states that had “legalized marijuana in some 
form” by stating that the Justice Department would no longer apply its limited 
resources to enforce federal marijuana prohibitions in those states.  Although 
that memorandum was formally rescinded on January 4, 2018, the current 
administration appears to be following the same approach and has publicly 
supported measures such as the SAFE Banking Act (HR 1595), which would 
allow banks, insurers and other financial service providers to serve cannabis 
businesses.    In addition, proposed HR 1588 would remove marijuana from the 
list of Schedule I controlled substances, leaving it to the states to decide upon 
legalization.  It remains to be seen whether either bill will become law.

National Association of Realtors Study – Marijuana and Real Estate: A 
Budding Issue (2018)4

In late 2018, the National Association of Realtors randomly surveyed nearly 
140,000 of its members, all of whom are licensed as real estate brokers and 
salespersons in states that legalize marijuana for medical and/or recreational 
purposes.  As expected, the study found that marijuana legalization has 
generally increased values and demand for commercial and industrial properties 
that are zoned to allow marijuana manufacturing, testing, transporting and 
retail activities.  It also found a perception of increased crime rates in areas 
surrounding dispensaries and growing operations.  But other findings were not 
entirely anticipated, particularly regarding residential properties and the varied 
reactions of real estate professionals and landlords:

• More than 75% of residential agents who responded to the survey claimed 
that they saw little if any change in prices or time on the market for 
properties near dispensaries;

• A modest increase in crime rates near dispensaries and other commercial 
marijuana activities;

• Few real estate firms have established policies or practices concerning 
the listing or showing of known or discovered marijuana properties, or 
assisting clients using professional services to identify marijuana properties 
for purchase or lease;

• Landlords have taken varied approaches to restricting their tenants’ 
marijuana activities on their leased premises – ranging from outright 
prohibition to complete acquiescence;

• Commercial landlords are divided in their willingness to accept cash 
proceeds from marijuana activity toward payment of rent; and,

• Multiple Listing Services (“MLS”) around the country are adding 
“Marijuana” fields to listings and, like the legal profession, an increasing 
number of brokers and agents claim expertise in listing and identifying 
marijuana properties.

Randolph T. Barker

The New “Joint” Tenancy: Rolling up to the  
Intersection of Marijuana and Real Property Law

https://www.nar.realtor/reports/marijuana-and-real-estate-a-budding-issue
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 
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Commercial Properties

Facilities used for commercial cultivation, processing, sale, transportation or use 
of marijuana are subject to licensing regulations under both the RTMA and the 
Medical Marijuana Licensing Facilities Act (“MMFLA”).  Under either regime, 
regulated activities must be tied to real property that is either owned or leased 
by the licensee before a license may be issued.  As previously mentioned, the 
prevalence of cash activity in the industry has caused marijuana businesses to 
acquire real estate despite the higher risks associated 
with cash transactions, and closings without title 
insurance or escrow services.  Transactions of 
this type are made necessary if the business is 
unable to identify a suitable property for lease 
because, for example, the landlord is not willing 
to allow marijuana activity on the property or is 
uncomfortable accepting cash for lease payments 
given the source of funds. 

Despite the impediments, a growing number of 
investors have established real estate investment 
trusts and other specialized private funds that are 
exclusively focused on the marijuana industry 
to take advantage of the increasing demand for 
commercial and industrial space that meets state 
and local requirements.  Willing landlords have also 
charged high rent premiums to their tenants to not 
only capitalize on the favorable market conditions, 
but also to manage the uncertainty over how 
federal seizure laws will be enforced and whether 
the landlord is at risk of mortgage foreclosure if 
they lease to a marijuana business.  A common 
investment model is to purchase the property and 
lease it back to the marijuana operator in exchange 
for those substantial rent premiums.

Local Government Issues   

Whether bought or leased for cannabis purposes, 
site acquisition is also complicated by government 
restrictions regarding such things as the proximity 
of a marijuana business to schools, churches, 
residential areas and day care facilities.  In addition 
to local quotas on the number of available medical 
and recreational business licenses, approximately 
half of the municipalities in Michigan exercised 
their “opt out” rights under RTMA ahead of the state accepting recreational 
license applications beginning on November 1, 2019.    Common among the 
communities that declined to allow recreational marijuana businesses was the 
expressed desire to “wait and see” how state and local regulations develop, as well 
as monitor crime rates, tax revenues and teen use trends in those areas before 
implementing their own regulatory schemes.

Local municipalities have also attempted to manage marijuana activity through 
zoning restrictions that limit commercial activity to selected districts (driving the 
market upward as discussed earlier) and also impose technology requirements 
that seek to overcome nuisance odors.  Private licensees under the MMMA have 
thus far escaped local zoning restrictions by arguing that such ordinances directly 
conflict with the MMMA and in one case, successfully claimed that any zoning 

ordinance that imposes a specific medical marijuana restriction was preempted.  
City of Warren v. Bezy, No. 341639, 2019 WL 2146275 (Mich. Ct. App. May 16, 
2019), citing Ter Beek v. City of Wyoming, 495 Mich. 1, 846 N.W.2d 531 (2014), 
Charter Twp. of York v. Miller, 322 Mich. App. 648; 915 N.W.2d 373 (2018), 
app held in abeyance 921 N.W.2d 533 (2019) (local ordinance may not prohibit 
outdoor growing of medical marijuana) and DeRuiter v. Byron Twp., 325 Mich. 
App. 275; ––– N.2d –––– (2018), oral argument on lv app 921 N.W.2d 537 (2019) 

(municipalities may not bar medical marijuana 
caregiver activities in a commercial property).  Oral 
argument in DeRuiter was heard by the Supreme 
Court in October 2019, with no opinion issued as of 
the date of this writing.  

Environmental Issues

It is typical for the buyer in any commercial real 
estate transaction to conduct environmental due 
diligence and take measures to assure they do not 
expose themselves to liability for past environmental 
damage.  Regulations under both the MMFLA and 
RTMA include additional requirements for waste 
disposal, air emissions, water and soil contamination 
and construction activity associated with licensed 
businesses.   

Both the MMFLA and RTMA require that all cannabis 
waste products be secured, rendered unusable and 
blended with other solid wastes to assure that no 
more than half of the resulting material disposed 
of is cannabis waste.  Strict time, process, tracking 
and location restrictions apply to all cannabis waste 
disposal activities, with additional requirements for 
disposal of hazardous waste products, such as spent 
solvents.  

Volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”) used in 
processing activities (such as solvents used for oil 
extraction) present separate air emission and water/
soil contamination concerns.  The state Department 
of Environment, Great Lakes & Energy (“EGLE” – 
formerly known as the Department of Environmental 
Quality) is soon expected to require that commercial 
cannabis growers and processors must first obtain 

an air permit in addition to a marijuana license.  At a minimum, technology 
is available (and is often required under local ordinances) to reduce nuisance 
odors, which inevitably generates complaints from neighboring property owners 
and invites scrutiny from regulatory agencies.   Separately, releases of VOCs into 
the soil, or into surface or ground waters in violation of state and federal laws, 
presents the risk of fines, penalties and nuisance/trespass suits from neighbors.  
Conversely, growing and processing activities that involve high-volume surface 
or groundwater withdrawals could require a separate permit and might adversely 
impact the riparian rights of neighboring property owners and specifically, their 
water supply and quality.  Michigan’s Aquifer Protection and Dispute Resolution 
Act, MCL 324.31701, et seq., provides the state with significant investigative and 
remedial authority in response to well depletion complaints.

Construction activity is also governed by numerous statutes and regulations 

At a Glance: Michigan Regulation and 
Taxation of Marihuana Act

• Became effective December 6, 2018;

• Allows adults aged 21 or older to purchase, 
possess, grow, use and gift small amounts of 
recreational cannabis products;

• Provides a second regulatory structure for 
recreational marijuana to parallel medical 
cannabis regulations;

• Removes selected criminal penalties for 
cultivation and possession of marijuana and 
hemp;

• Sets possession limits for home-grown plants 
and processed cannabis products;

• Authorizes commercial marijuana businesses 
under six license types – among them a new 
“microbusiness” license that allows holders 
to grow, process and sell small amounts of 
marijuana – essentially a license for craft 
growers; 

• Allows municipalities to limit the number of 
marijuana businesses in their community, or 
prohibit them altogether; and,

•  Imposes a 10% excise tax on the purchase of 
recreational cannabis products and defines how 
those tax revenues will be allocated.
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that require soil and erosion permits, wetland permits, draining permits and 
compliance with local zoning ordinances.

As shown, transactions involving marijuana properties require heightened 
environmental due diligence efforts to first confirm the property is not 
contaminated, and second, to assure that any current operations or anticipated 
construction activities comply with all environmental regulations, permit 
requirements and local zoning requirements.

Residential Properties

Two issues generally arise in sale and lease transactions involving residential 
properties.  First is whether sellers must disclose marijuana activity on the 
property (particularly growing activities) and second, the rights of landlords to 
restrict marijuana activities in rental units.  

Under the Michigan Seller’s Disclosure Act, MCL 565.951, et seq., most residential 
sellers and their agents must disclose known “material” issues affecting the 
condition of the property, such as structural issues, roof leaks, environmental 
hazards, mechanical problems, and proximity to farming operations.  On 
the surface, legal home-grown marijuana activity is not considered to be 
an environmental hazard that is subject to disclosure.  But conditions often 
associated with such activities, including increased humidity, mold, water leaks, 
and excessive and often unpermitted electrical wiring, present physical defects 
that must generally be disclosed to prospective buyers.  Failure to do so exposes 
both the seller and their real estate agents to fraud claims.

Conversely, marijuana lighting, ventilation and watering systems that are properly 
permitted and maintained could be of interest to prospective buyers.  For this 
reason, many residential MLS providers have added “marijuana property” fields 
to listings.  “Marijuana” fields are not yet available to Michigan MLS users, but 
they are expected.  

Separate considerations apply to residential leases.  State law specifically allows 
a landlord to impose restrictions on smoking, but otherwise prohibits lease 
restrictions on the legal possession or ingestion of marijuana in other forms by 
tenants.  333.27954(4).  But since marijuana remains illegal under federal law, 
landlords arguably have the right to restrict cultivation, possession, distribution 
and/or use in any form on their residential or commercial premises, regardless 
of any state law to the contrary.  In that regard, optional lease provisions include 
variants of the following:

The use of tobacco and cannabis in accordance with 
state law is allowed on the Premises. Prior written 
consent of the Landlord is required before medical 
cannabis may be grown on the Premises.

This is a nonsmoking residence. No smoking, including 
medical marijuana, inside the home or on the Premises 
is permitted. However, consuming medical marijuana 
with a vaporizer or in cannabis edibles, tonics, or 
concentrates is permitted.

No recreational or medical marijuana may be grown or 
consumed on the Premises by the Tenant(s) or guest(s) 
without the prior written consent of the Landlord. 

Like commercial property leases, landlords also enjoy property forfeiture 
protections under state law for allowing legal marijuana activity in rental units.  
Although such protections are not available under federal law, it was previously 

5  When advising real estate professionals, counsel should be mindful of the risk that over-restrictive drafting with independent contractor agreements could result in IRS and state 
classifications of the salesperson as an employee.  Adverse classifications carry significant tax and other financial consequences for a broker, who would not ordinarily be subject to tax 
withholding obligations or liability for employment or workers compensation benefits.

noted that the federal government does not appear to be pursuing civil asset 
forfeiture in cases where the activity is legal under state law.   In both commercial 
and residential leases, parties have increasingly added early termination clauses 
in the event of neighbor disputes or third-party suits.  Tenants have also attempted 
to terminate their leases by alleging that their landlords misrepresented the 
tolerance level of neighbors to marijuana activities in order to procure the lease.

Obligations of Real Estate Professionals

Among the most significant findings from the NAR survey is the fact that few 
real estate firms have policies in place concerning the listing and showing of 
properties that have been used or might be intended for use as a marijuana 
operation.  Real estate brokers have also failed to address marijuana use issues in 
their agreements with sales agents.   

With virtually no title insurance, escrowing or lending resources available 
under federal law, real estate agents have limited means to effectively list or sell 
marijuana properties.  In most cases, such transactions must close entirely with 
cash upon delivery of a quit claim, rather than a warranty deed.   Those that 
do list and sell marijuana properties face additional concerns regarding whether 
they can safely or legally offer those services, especially to buyers who intend to 
use the property for marijuana activities:

• Providing professional services and advice outside their area of expertise, 
or for which they are not insured for errors and omissions;

• Whether their services constitute aiding and abetting illegal drug activity 
under federal law (and perhaps state law if the contemplated use involves, 
for example, unlicensed commercial activities);

• The impact of odor nuisances, perceived crime and safety concerns on 
value estimates;

• Disclosure obligations and potential liability for or involvement in 
potential misrepresentations by a party concerning the current, historical 
or intended use of the property, or neighbor tolerance of such activities; 
and,

• The terms of the agency agreement with the represented party (i.e., buyer, 
seller, landlord or tenant).

These impediments have brought about reluctance on the part of brokers to 
participate in such transactions as a matter of office policy.

Broker Employment Relationships and Sales Agent Agreements

From an employment perspective, a broker may terminate an employee for the 
use of marijuana (including off-duty use) and does not have to accommodate 
the use of medical marijuana or its effects.  Brokers may also prohibit their 
independent contractor sales agents from possessing, using or being under the 
influence of legal marijuana while acting on behalf of the broker, conducting 
listing or showing activities, or interacting with clients.5  RTMA specifically 
confirms a private employer’s right to maintain and enforce a zero-tolerance 
drug and alcohol policy that includes prohibitions against marijuana and the 
right to screen employees for drug use.  MCL 333.27954(3).   See also, Eplee v. 
Lansing, 327 Mich. App. 635, 935 N.W.2d 104 (2019) (rejection of applicants); 
Casias v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 695 F.3d 428 (6th Cir., 2012) (termination of 
medical marijuana patient who admitted use outside of work).  Interestingly, 
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.eduor (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart
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Michigan is the only state to have also passed legislation allowing employers and 
their insurance carriers to deny an injured employee’s requests to be reimbursed 
for purchases of medical marijuana intended to treat symptoms of their injuries.  
MCL 418.315a.  But see, Braska v. Challenge Mfg. Co., 307 Mich. App. 340, 358, 
861 N.W.2d 289, 299 (2014) (denial of unemployment benefits an impermissible 
“penalty” under the MMMA unless the employee was terminated for using, 
possessing or being under the influence of marijuana on the job).  Notably, 
Michigan’s marijuana laws and court decisions remain silent on what it means 
for an employee to be “under the influence” of marijuana.  Although other states 
have attempted to address this issue by establishing a subjective THC blood or 
urine level, private employers relying on federal law have implemented – and 
courts have routinely enforced – workplace policies that consider an employee 
to be “under the influence” if they have any trace of marijuana in their system.  

Real estate professionals (and attorneys, for that matter) working with marijuana 
companies, investors and others involved in commercial or private cannabis 
activities are well-advised to stay abreast of developments in marijuana law at 
all levels of government, maintain appropriate malpractice insurance coverage, 
revise office policies, and review agent and agency agreements to assure they are 
concise in terms of scope and provide the greatest level of liability protection.

Current Litigation Trends

Property Insurance

Recent appellate decisions underscore the importance of reviewing insurance 
coverage to assure that policy holders have disclosed marijuana uses and conduct 
them in compliance with the law.  In K.V.G. Props., Inc. v. Westfield Ins. Co., 
900 F.3d 818 (6th Cir. 2018), the commercial tenants of insured’s building did 
not comply with Michigan law in using leased property for their marijuana-
growing business.  After a federal raid, it was discovered that the tenant had 
made numerous and potentially-dangerous alterations to the premises.  After 
evicting the tenant, the landlord made an insurance claim, which the carrier 
denied under a “dishonest or criminal act” exclusion in the policy.  On the facts 
surrounding the loss, the court ruled that the exclusion applied and upheld the 
carrier’s denial of coverage.  

In another case, a residential property owner accidentally burned down his 
home while processing and smoking marijuana in their basement.  Although the 
insurer initially paid out on the loss, it sued to recover the benefits paid when it 
discovered the cause of the fire.  Judgment for the insurer was upheld on appeal.  
Nationwide Mut. Fire Ins. Co. v. McDermott, 603 F. App’x 374 (6th Cir. 2015).

Civil RICO Suits

There has also been a rise in lawsuits under the civil provisions of the Racketeer 
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1962 (“RICO”), alleging 
violations of federal narcotics laws by neighbors of marijuana growers and 
related businesses in states that have legalized marijuana. In those cases, the 
plaintiffs contend that since marijuana activity is illegal under federal law, all 
marijuana activity – particularly state-licensed activity – violates RICO § 1962 
and subjects those involved in the marijuana activity, including the business 
principals, property owners and public officials who licensed it, to significant 
civil liability.6  Most cases filed to date have either been dismissed by the court 
or by the parties following a settlement.  In cases that do proceed, the plaintiffs 
generally must show that they suffered a quantifiable injury to their business 
or property, and that the injury was “by reason of ” the RICO violation.  In a 

6  RICO § 1964(c) imposes a mandatory award of treble damages and reasonable attorney fees to a successful plaintiff.

noteworthy case, a jury determined that the plaintiff could not establish damages 
and issued a no cause verdict in a case that was initially dismissed but on appeal 
was ordered to proceed to trial.  Safe States Alliance v. Alternative Holistic 
Healing, LLC, 859 F.3d 865 (10th Cir. 2017).  The court in Safe States also held 
that the justice department has the exclusive authority to proceed under the CSA, 
which does not contain a private right of action against state and local officials 
(and by extension, prohibits such claims in a civil RICO suit).  

“Sour grapes” Civil RICO cases are also being pursued by aggrieved plaintiffs 
who lost a marijuana license or business opportunity to the defendant.  One 
such case – a 25 count complaint that includes fraud and state law claims – was 
recently filed in the U.S. District Court for the Central District of California by 
one cannabis cultivator against another.  Shulman, et al v. Kaplan, et al, No. 
2:19-CV-05413.

Wrongful Conduct Rule

In Varela v. Spanski, the plaintiff sued for breach of a five-year lease and 
partnership agreement with investors who had agreed to buy a warehouse and 
finance start-up costs for a marijuana grow facility to be operated by the plaintiff.  
Although the plaintiff was both a licensed patient and qualified caregiver to five 
patients under the MMMA – and thereby eligible to grow up to 72 plants – he 
was not licensed under the MMFLA to conduct commercial growing, processing 
or distribution activities.  In other words, the intended business activities were 
illegal under Michigan law.  After thieves broke into the warehouse and stole 
the initial harvest, the defendants began showing the building, found another 
investor, and used self-help measures to evict the plaintiff.  Dismissal of the case 
was upheld under the wrongful conduct rule, which bars a claim if a plaintiff must 
rely on his own illegal conduct for recovery.  Varela v. Spanski, No. 343137, 2019 
WL 3046864, at 8 (Mich. Ct. App. July 11, 2019).   In line with the Varela case, 
unlicensed commercial tenants are likely to assert the wrongful conduct rule in 
defense of claims for breach of the lease and nonpayment of rent, assuming they 
can show the landlord was aware of the intended use at the time of leasing.   

Litigation of these and other controversies involving marijuana activity on real 
property should be expected as necessary to define the rights of businesses 
and individuals in relation to the rights of local governments and neighbors to 
restrict and regulate that activity.  

Conclusion

Regardless of your stance on the legalization issue, it is critical for practitioners 
working with real estate professionals and other real estate market participants 
to be mindful of risks and remain current on developments in this particularly-
complicated area of real estate law.

Randolph T. Barker is a senior counsel for the Abbott Nicholson law firm, 
Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s Real Estate Law 
Section and President-Elect of the Detroit Association of Realtors.  He 
represents businesses, individuals and municipalities in complex commer-
cial, real estate, and employment matters.  Mr. Barker is also a certified 
civil mediator who is often called upon by trial court judges and attorneys 
throughout the state to facilitate resolution of civil disputes. He can be 
reached at rtbarker@abbottnicholson.com.
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski
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WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart
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THANK YOU 
to those that continue to support the WCBA by 
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for 

community service, law library, and technology 
improvements!

Elizabeth S. Arnkoff
Susan V. Brown – Chelsea Family Law

Adam H. Eichner – Eichner Realty, LLC
Suzanne R. Fanning – Suzanne R. Fanning, PLLC

Paul C. Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Peter C. Flintoft – Keusch, Flintoft & Fink, PLLC
Alexander W. Heritier – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique M. Liem – Liem Law & Mediation Office

Victor L. Lillich – Victor L. Lillich, JD & Associates, PLLC
Thomas C. Manchester – Law Office of Thomas C. 

Manchester
Sarah M. Meinhart – Sarah M. Meinhart, PLLC

Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen – Law Office of Mary O’Leary
John B. Owdziej – Law Office of John B. Owdziej

Lana A. Panagoulia – Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr. – Paterson Law Office

Margaret Dearden Petersen – Petersen Law PLLC
Eli N. Savit 

Jonathan D. Shapiro
Julie C. Sisson – Sisson Legal, PLC

John W. Stanowski – Stanowski and Associates
Nastassja A. Thomas – Hamilton, Graziano & London, 

PLC
John W. Whitman – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

sufficient for general jurisdiction.  A Plus Painting v. Summit Developers, Inc., 
et al., No. 16-151640-CB (Oakland Co. Cir., Oct. 5, 2016). Although A Plus 
Painting did not provide a detailed basis for its conclusion, it expressly found 
that Daimler posed no constitutional barrier to exercising general jurisdiction 
based on business registration alone. Id. at *3-4.   

 Take-away for Michigan Practitioners

Michigan practitioners should be aware of the new constitutional limits on the 
exercise of both general and specific jurisdiction, which are not fully reflected 
in Michigan case law. For general jurisdiction, practitioners should be mindful 
that general jurisdiction over a non-consenting corporate defendant will very 
likely be unconstitutional outside of the defendant’s place of incorporation 
and principal place of business. And for specific jurisdiction, a marginal nexus 
between a defendant’s contacts with a forum and the claims at issue may no 
longer support jurisdiction where it once did.  

But it remains an open question whether registering to do business in Michigan 
and appointing an agent for service of process supports an inference of consent 
to general jurisdiction, and if so, whether that consent would be valid under 
Daimler. Without a binding Michigan decision or a U.S. Supreme Court 
decision rejecting consent-by-registration, it is an argument worth trying. But 
given the trend emerging from other jurisdictions, the opportunity to argue it in 
Michigan might be short-lived. 

Paul Stewart is a litigation associate in Dykema’s Ann Arbor office. He represents 
clients on a range of commercial, regulatory, antitrust, environmental, and 
appellate matters. Mr. Stewart is the Co-Chair of the Trial Practice Section of the 
WCBA and can be reached at pstewart@dykema.com.
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message

May/June 20198

May/June20194

I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality
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Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 
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AQB Certified USPAP Instructor 

Residential appraisals and 
reviews 

 

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net 

https://annarborappraisals.com 
 

We Need Your Help!
Please donate 2 hours of your time.

The Washtenaw County Bar Association's
New Lawyers Section

is sponsoring
Law Day, USA 

Wednesday, May 1, 2019   10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library, 343 S. Fifth Ave., Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti District Library, 229 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti

During Law Day, USA, members of the public come in for a free 20-30 minute consultation.  Most needed areas of law are family,
landlord/tenant, real estate, estate planning, probate, and general civil.  We also usually have a few inquiries in employment and

consumer protection areas of law.

Contact Kelley Lindquist at 734-994-4912 or lindquistk@washtenaw.org to volunteer and to tell us the areas of law in which you will
give consultations and which location works best for you.

Thank you in advance!  We couldn't do this without you.
A minimum liability policy is required for participation.

If you are running late the day of the event, please call the WCBA office at 734-994-4912.

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

mailto:rtbarker@abbottnicholson.com
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MICHIGAN’S PREMIER MEETING FACILITY

YOUR MEETING
THIS GOODNEVER HAD IT

Rated ★★★★ by Orbitz/Travelocity

WEBER’S

  Renowned full-service independent hotel with food service from Weber’s Restaurant
  Michigan’s finest meeting rooms – bright, contemporary, high-tech

   Serving genuine hospitality for 75 years
  Ideally located in Ann Arbor on I-94        Kelsey Baptist at 734-794-2262 

Jackson Ave. at I-94 | Ann Arbor, MI 
(734) 769-2500 | (800) 443-3050

www.webersannarbor.com

BOUTIQUE HOTEL
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

WEBER’S
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to those that continue to support the WCBA by
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for

community service, law library, and technology
improvements!

Susan A. Davis – Davis Law, PLC
Andrew M. Eggan – Pear Sperling Eggan &

Daniels, P.C.
Fionnuala M. Holowicki – Magill & Rumsey, P.C.
Elizabeth V. Janovic – Wilson P. Tanner, III, PLC
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique Liem – Law & Mediation Office of

Véronique Liem
Adrienne D. Logeman – Logeman, Iafrate 

& Logeman, P.C.
Robert F. Magill, Jr. – Magill & Rumsey, P.C.

Samuel P. Maness – McLaren Wealth Strategies
Suzanne C. Stephan

\Ç `xÅÉÜ|tÅ
The local legal community suffered the loss of two of its

beloved attorneys recently:

Prof. Whitmore Gray, 85, passed away peacefully
on March 4, 2018.

Lawrence “Larry” Sperling, 86, passed away peacefully
on August 3, 2018.

Our deepest sympathies are with their families.

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory 
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages. Please take a

few minutes to update your prole (including
adding your practice areas, website address and

photo) to make the most of this feature.

- Networking
- Complimentary Washtenaw County 

Legal News & Res Ipsa Loquitur
- Inclusion in our online member 

directory accessible to the public
- Free copies, faxes and notary 

services in the WCBA office

- Reduced rate for legal seminars
- Use of designated computers,

printers, and internet in the 
WCBA office

- Increased knowledge through 
section meetings and seminars

IT’S WHERE YOU BELONG!
WCBA Benefits Include…

to our attorney volunteers listed below who 
helped members of our community through our 

2019 Probate Court Counseling Sessions!

Peter C. Clark
Michael C. Crowley

Kristin A. Davis
Melissa A. Epstein

Paul C. Fessler
Bryce C. Harrison

Fionnuala M. Holowicki

Constance L. Jones
Mara E. Kent

Patricia A. Klavon
Chiara F. Mattieson
Sarah M. Meinhart
Amanda N. Murray

Samuel E. Nuxoll

The free Probate Court Counseling Sessions are  
held the first Wednesday of every month from 11 a.m. 
– 1 p.m.  Attorneys volunteer for a one hour time slot.  
During this hour, each attorney is able to assist three 

members of the public with probate court issues.   
Each session is 20 minutes.  The appointments are  
made on a first come, first serve basis through the 

probate court office.      

6 July/August 2019 May/June 2019 6
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.eduor (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart

SAVE THE DATES!

Annual Award Dinner & Election
Thursday, April 16th at 5:30 p.m.

Ann Arbor City Club

Law Day
Thursday, April 30th from 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library- Downtown
Ypsilanti District Library- Michigan

31st Annual Bench-Bar Conference
Friday, May 1st at Noon

Travis Pointe Country Club
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  Renowned full-service independent hotel with food service from Weber’s Restaurant
  Michigan’s finest meeting rooms – bright, contemporary, high-tech

   Serving genuine hospitality for 75 years
  Ideally located in Ann Arbor on I-94        Kelsey Baptist at 734-794-2262 

Jackson Ave. at I-94 | Ann Arbor, MI 
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BOUTIQUE HOTEL
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

WEBER’S

 
Shirley J. Burgoyne, 87, passed away  
on December 8, 2019 at her residence  

under the care of Arbor Hospice.

Kathleen Brown’s father,  
Melvin W. Brown, 82, passed away  

on November 25, 2019.  

Our deepest sympathies are  
with their families.
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�e Hon. Richard E. Conlin was presented with the Professional-
ism and Civility in the Practice of Law Award in the presence of a
packed room of well-wishers, friends and colleagues.  �e Hon.
Timothy P. Connors administered the oath of o�ce to the 2019-
2020 WCBA Board of Directors.  WCBA President Elizabeth Jol-
li�e passed the gavel and congratulations to incoming President
Elect Mark Jane.

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News - 
Frank Weir, Photographer 

Please see  page 10 and www.washbar.org  for additional photos 
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WCBA benefits include…

- Inclusion in our online member 
directory accessible to the public
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- Complimentary Washtenaw County Legal  
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- Reduced rates for legal seminars
- Use of designated computers, printers, 

and internet in the WCBA office
- Increased knowledge through section 

meetings and seminars
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Welcome to Our New Members!
Attorney Members

Michael L. Auten (P81884) – City of Detroit Law Department
Amy C. Blackwell (P60226) – U of M Office of the VP & General Counsel

Kyle H. Bredell (P81852) – Bredell and Bredell
Christine N. Czuprynski (P81771) – McDonald Hopkins PLC

Lisa F. Geherin (P61252) – Institute of Continuing Legal Education
Alexander W. Heritier (P77440) – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Erika S. Julien (P63124) – Julien Law PLLC
Hannah Rose Muller (P82817) – Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen (P83311) – Law Office of Mary O’Leary

Steven A. Roach (P39555) – Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C.
Alan D. Speck (P72602) – Law Office of Alan D. Speck

Sydney E. Wright (P82944) – Miller & Tischler, P.C.
Laura D. Yagi (P83268)

Associate Members
Muaitaer Abulaiti

Dr. Meghan O’Neil – U of M Law School
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Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 

Certified Residential Appraiser 
AQB Certified USPAP Instructor 
Residential appraisals and reviews 

 

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net 

https://annarborappraisals.com 

CLASSIFIEDS
Family Law Associate 
Attorney- NICHOLS, SACKS,
SLANK, SENDELBACH,
BUITEWEG & SOLOMON,
PC is seeking a highly motivated
associate with 2 – 5 years of
family law experience. Inter-
ested candidates should submit
a cover letter, resume and writ-
ing sample to: info@nsssb.com.

successfully challenged state promotional policies and decisions for union 
employees when they were based on race and gender.  However, recoverable 
damages for adverse actions short of discharge or severe harassment often 
are insufficient to support such a claim.

III. Conclusion

I settled my first employment case in 1988 for approximately $250,000.00, 
which then was a lot of money. I thought employment cases were easy. Oh, was 
I wrong! But I kept at it because I found the cases interesting and most of the 
clients worthy. If I had a “do-over”, I would still specialize in employment cases. 
However, I would from the very beginning be mindful of the economic realities 
of contingent fee employment cases:
 1. They are high risk but many times not high reward;
 2. Disciplined screening is essential to a prosperous practice;
 3. Specialization is essential to effective screening; and 
 4. Employment cases, because they are hotly contested, are not for the                        
     faint of heart.

James (Jim) Fett graduated in 1986 from the University of Michigan 
with Law and MBA degrees. He initially practiced at a large western 
Michigan management labor and employment law firm. Since 1988 
he has practiced primarily plaintiff employment law. However, 10-
15% of his cases continue to be on behalf of management. Jim was 
also an American Arbitration Association neutral in employment and 
commercial cases for approximately 15 years. He holds the distinction of 
successfully trying the first sex harassment case (against Ann Arbor) on 
Court TV (now TruTV) in 1995.  He can be reached at 734-954-0100 or 
jim@fettlaw.com.
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The Economics of Contingent Fee  
Plaintiff Employment Cases
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I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality
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�e Hon. Richard E. Conlin was presented with the Professional-
ism and Civility in the Practice of Law Award in the presence of a
packed room of well-wishers, friends and colleagues.  �e Hon.
Timothy P. Connors administered the oath of o�ce to the 2019-
2020 WCBA Board of Directors.  WCBA President Elizabeth Jol-
li�e passed the gavel and congratulations to incoming President
Elect Mark Jane.

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News - 
Frank Weir, Photographer 

Please see  page 10 and www.washbar.org  for additional photos 
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Welcome to Our New Members!
Attorney Members

Michael L. Auten (P81884) – City of Detroit Law Department
Amy C. Blackwell (P60226) – U of M Office of the VP & General Counsel

Kyle H. Bredell (P81852) – Bredell and Bredell
Christine N. Czuprynski (P81771) – McDonald Hopkins PLC

Lisa F. Geherin (P61252) – Institute of Continuing Legal Education
Alexander W. Heritier (P77440) – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Erika S. Julien (P63124) – Julien Law PLLC
Hannah Rose Muller (P82817) – Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen (P83311) – Law Office of Mary O’Leary

Steven A. Roach (P39555) – Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C.
Alan D. Speck (P72602) – Law Office of Alan D. Speck

Sydney E. Wright (P82944) – Miller & Tischler, P.C.
Laura D. Yagi (P83268)

Associate Members
Muaitaer Abulaiti

Dr. Meghan O’Neil – U of M Law School

! 
 

 
 

Hire a qualified appraiser! 
 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 

Certified Residential Appraiser 
AQB Certified USPAP Instructor 
Residential appraisals and reviews 

 

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net 

https://annarborappraisals.com 

CLASSIFIEDS
Family Law Associate 
Attorney- NICHOLS, SACKS,
SLANK, SENDELBACH,
BUITEWEG & SOLOMON,
PC is seeking a highly motivated
associate with 2 – 5 years of
family law experience. Inter-
ested candidates should submit
a cover letter, resume and writ-
ing sample to: info@nsssb.com.

to our attorney volunteers listed below who 
helped members of our community through our 

2019 Probate Court Counseling Sessions!

Peter C. Clark
Michael C. Crowley

Kristin A. Davis
Melissa A. Epstein

Paul C. Fessler
Bryce C. Harrison

Fionnuala M. Holowicki

Constance L. Jones
Mara E. Kent

Patricia A. Klavon
Chiara F. Mattieson
Sarah M. Meinhart
Amanda N. Murray

Samuel E. Nuxoll

The free Probate Court Counseling Sessions are  
held the first Wednesday of every month from 11 a.m. 
– 1 p.m.  Attorneys volunteer for a one hour time slot.  
During this hour, each attorney is able to assist three 

members of the public with probate court issues.   
Each session is 20 minutes.  The appointments are 
made on a first come, first serve basis through the 

probate court office.      
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.eduor (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart
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to those that continue to support the WCBA by
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for

community service, law library, and technology
improvements!

Susan A. Davis – Davis Law, PLC
Andrew M. Eggan – Pear Sperling Eggan &

Daniels, P.C.
Fionnuala M. Holowicki – Magill & Rumsey, P.C.
Elizabeth V. Janovic – Wilson P. Tanner, III, PLC
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique Liem – Law & Mediation Office of

Véronique Liem
Adrienne D. Logeman – Logeman, Iafrate 

& Logeman, P.C.
Robert F. Magill, Jr. – Magill & Rumsey, P.C.

Samuel P. Maness – McLaren Wealth Strategies
Suzanne C. Stephan
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The local legal community suffered the loss of two of its

beloved attorneys recently:

Prof. Whitmore Gray, 85, passed away peacefully
on March 4, 2018.

Lawrence “Larry” Sperling, 86, passed away peacefully
on August 3, 2018.

Our deepest sympathies are with their families.
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right hand side of most of our pages. Please take a
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Think back to moot court in law school. If you’re like 
most people, you didn’t have to work very hard at being 
civil. Moot court arguments tend to focus on ideas and 
not the people advancing those ideas. Students rarely 
accuse each other of lying during mock arguments. 
Even when there’s actual disagreement—say, about the 
holding in a particular case—law students tackle those 
issues without calling the other side dishonest. 

But something unfortunate happens when students get 
into practice: the fangs come out. We start to believe 
that opposing lawyers are dishonest and malicious. We 
write not just to convince the court but to let the other 
side really have it. We go for the Sick Burn. And we 
think the other side really deserves it. We’re not uncivil 
all the time, of course. But it happens enough that it’s a 
real problem in our profession.  

Incivility is a problem for our clients, too. Most 
judges will tell you that incivility leads to ineffective 
arguments. On the other hand, focusing on civility—
even giving your opponent the benefit of the doubt—
leads to better advocacy. Here’s how.  

Smith v Jones

Suppose our case concerns whether Laura Jones defamed Akili Smith by calling 
him a “lawless hacker” during a speech. Jones files a motion for summary 
judgment, asserting that she never called Smith a “lawless hacker.” Smith writes 
the following in response:

Jones’s motion is clearly an attempt to mislead 
the court. She insists that she never spoke in 
disparaging terms about Smith and attaches 
what she says is a transcript of her speech. But 
Jones is lying—which has been her practice 
throughout this case. Affidavits from Akili 
Smith, Allison Wallace, and Benjamin Gromit 
prove that Jones’s “transcript” is a complete and 
utter fabrication. And her motion for summary 
judgment is just a thinly veiled attempt to 
deprive Smith of his right to vindication before 
a jury. 

That’s Option A. Now try Option B:
The threshold question is whether Smith 
actually called Jones a “lawless hacker.” Smith 
says she didn’t, and attaches what she says is a 
transcript of her speech. But the transcript does 
not match Smith’s memory of the speech, as 
Smith states in the attached affidavit. Nor does 
it match the memories of Allison Wallace and 
Benjamin Gromit. Both Wallace and Gromit 
attest that Smith called Jones a “lawless hacker.” 
In fact, both Wallace and Gromit recall that 
the audience gasped when Jones made that 
accusation. These affidavits create a genuine 
issue of material fact. 

If you’re the judge, which is more helpful? The first one certainly goes for the 
jugular. It says lots of nasty things about Smith and it might make your client feel 

good. But it doesn’t really help the court decide the issues before it. 

The second example makes the same points as the first—that Jones’s transcript 
is inaccurate and that Smith, Wallace, and Gromit have signed affidavits 
challenging Jones’s version of events. But it doesn’t call Jones names. It doesn’t 
even accuse Jones of intentionally misrepresenting the facts. Maybe Jones made 
an honest mistake; the second example doesn’t take a position on her state of 
mind. It doesn’t need to. It just establishes that there’s a question of fact to resolve.

This example suggests that there’s a selfish reason to focus on civility: exorcising 
the nastiness from your writing will make your advocacy clearer. And clearer 
advocacy helps your client.

Five Red Flags

Here are five common examples of incivility in briefs—all of which dilute 
persuasiveness and hamper clarity. 

1. Bad-faith arguments. 

If you label the other side “disingenuous” or accuse them of making 
misrepresentations, there’s a good chance you’re not helping the court. As in the 
Smith v. Jones example, you’re just calling people names. What the court really 
needs is substance. 

Often, you can reframe whatever seems intentionally false as just … false. 
Instead of arguing that your opponent intentionally distorted a case, you can 
argue that they misread it. They don’t have to make a “blatant misrepresentation.” 
They just have to be wrong. In lieu of calling the opposing attorney dishonest, 
try placing your opponent’s incorrect statement next to the evidence (or a quote 
from the case or whatever) and trusting the court to reach the right conclusion. 

2. Personal attacks. 

It can be tempting to make the case about the people on the other side rather 
than the ideas on the other side. Even Justice Scalia fell prey to this temptation. 
In Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584 (2015), for example, he wrote that he 
would rather “hide [his] head in a bag” than join the majority opinion, which 
he compared to “the mystical aphorisms of the fortune cookie.” Id. at 2630 n. 22 
(Scalia, J., dissenting). 

That comment is exactly what you want to avoid—one that has nothing to do 
with the merits of the case and serves only to belittle the other side. Even if you 
were inclined to agree with Justice Scalia’s position in Obergefell, this comment 
evinces a mean-spiritedness that undermines everything else he wrote. Don’t do 
that to your own arguments. 

3. Conclusory writing. 

Compare the two Smith v. Jones examples. The first one does a lot of telling; it 
offers the conclusions that the author would like the court to reach. The second 
does more showing than telling. It offers specifics without characterizing them. 
It gives the facts in a fairly unadorned way and trusts the court to draw the 
right conclusions. The second one is more persuasive just because there’s more 
substance there. Telling the court what to think isn’t half as effective as providing 
specifics that show why a decision-maker should take your client’s side. (On that 
note, beware adjectives and adverbs: they’re usually signs that you’re doing too 
much telling and not enough showing. See, e.g., “blatant misrepresentation,” 
“complete and utter fabrication,” “ridiculous,” “absurd,” etc.)  
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart

Civil Writing is Better Writing
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4. The Sick Burn. 

It can be incredibly satisfying to deliver a Sick Burn. But it’s the rare Sick Burn 
that actually persuades anyone. Recall Justice Scalia’s “head in a bag” comment. 
If you weren’t already on his side, would that line persuade you? Or would it just 
push you further away? And, even if you otherwise tended to agree with him, 
would you be put off by his tone? Sure, Justice Scalia was writing for a different 
audience than a brief writer. But if a Sick Burn won’t change hearts and minds, 
what good is it? Here’s a rule of thumb: if you’re really letting the opposing lawyer 
have it, you’re writing for the wrong audience. Write for the court, who wants 
clarity more than cleverness. 

5. Pointless points. 

Sometimes, we throw in anything that makes the other side look bad in our 
briefs. Maybe we discover that the opposing party in a breach-of-contract case 
has hundreds of dollars in unpaid parking tickets. That fact has nothing to do 
with our breach-of-contract case—but, hey, it could make the defendant seem 
like a scofflaw, right? Or maybe there’s a glaring typo in our opponent’s brief; why 
not quote it with a big, old [sic] to show the judge how careless your opponent is? 
No and no. The truth is that neither is likely to impress a judge. Attacking minor, 
irrelevant points casts you and your client in a negative light.   

More Reasons to Be Civil

These examples highlight the ways that incivility leads to bad writing. And there 
are even more reasons to be civil. Suppose you file a brief accusing your opposing 
counsel of being disingenuous—scorching them with the sickest of Sick Burns. 
Would that attorney be inclined to lend a helping hand or grant an extension to 
you ever again? Probably not. Even if you happen to win the current case, that 
attorney may carry a grudge into the next case. So, by being uncivil, you’ve made 
your life that much harder.

But what happens if you’re on the receiving end of such scurrilous attacks. It 
must be okay to counterattack and hit them where it hurts, right? Wrong. When 
you fight incivility with even more incivility, you’ve switched from advocating for 
your client’s interests to getting back at the other side. In other words, you’re no 
longer focusing on the most important thing.

That’s not to say that you should roll over and play dead, or that you should act 
less than zealously on your client’s behalf. On the contrary, respond to uncivil 
briefing professionally yet forcefully. Without attacking the other side personally, 
explain why their arguments fail and why you win based on the law. You’ll look 
like the adult in the room, which is never a bad thing. You’ll also be a more 
effective advocate for your client. What’s more zealous than that?

Trent Collier is a shareholder at Collins Einhorn Farrell PC and a co-chair 
of the firm’s appellate practice group. His practice focuses on civil appeals, 
professional-liability defense, ethics, and commercial litigation. Collier also 
serves as Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s Federal 
Practice Section. He can be reached at trent.collier@ceflawyers.com. 

Jonathan Koch is an associate in the appellate practice group at Smith 
Haughey Rice & Roegge, where he represents his clients in all aspects of 
state and federal appeals. Before joining Smith Haughey, he graduated 
with honors from the University of Michigan Law School and clerked for 
Michigan Supreme Court Justice David F. Viviano. Koch also serves as a 
member of the State Bar Appellate Practice Section Council and as Co-
Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s Federal Practice Section.
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HOWMARIJUANAUSECANSTILLBEILLEGALIN
MICHIGANPOSTPROPOSAL1PASSAGE

OnNovember6,2018,recreational
marijuanausewasapprovedbyvoters
inMichigan.Theballotinitiativewas
calledProposal1,butthelawiscalled
theMichiganRegulationandTaxation
ofMarihuanaAct(MRTMA).The
MRTMAwentintoeffectonDecember
6,2018.Currentlypeoplecanusemari-
juanarecreationallyinMichiganifthey
canobtainthesubstancelegally.This
meansthatapersoncanstillbreakthe
lawbyusingorpossessingrecreational
marijuana.Belowaresomeexamples
ofhowpeoplecanstillrunintoissues
underthenewlaw.

1.Eventhoughrecreationalmarijuanauseispermitted,it’snotpermit-
tedforeveryone.TheMRTMAallowsadults21yearsorolderto
legallypossesstwoandahalfouncesofmarijuanaoutsidethehome,
anduptotenouncesattheirhome.Ifapersonhasrecreationalmari-
juanainexcessofthoseamounts,thentheyareviolatingthelaw.The
agerestrictionalsomeansthatthoseunderage21canstillhaveissues,
justlikewithunderagedrinkingoralcoholpossession.

2.Apersonisstillnotpermittedtosell,distribute,orpurchaserecre-
ationalmarijuanaintheStateofMichigan.Doingsoisacrime.
Michigan’sDepartmentofLicensingandRegulatoryAffairs(LARA)
iscreatingtheprocessfordistributionandsalesofrecreationalmari-
juana.ItwillprobablytakeuptoayearforLARAtocreateandap-
provetheprocess.

3.Publicuseofmarijuanaisprohibited.Thisissimilartoalcohol.
Justbecauseit’slegalforsomepeopletouseandpossessit,thatdoes
notmeantheycanuseitinpublic.

4.ExportationofrecreationalmarijuanaoutofMichiganisprohibited
bytheMRTMA.ThismeansthatonceLARAcreatesthemeansof

buyingandsellingrecreationalmarijuana,apersonwillstillbeprohib-
itedfromexportingittootherplacesevenifit’slegalinthatplace.

5.Lastly,drivingwhilehighisstillillegalinMichigan.Currently
thereiszerotoleranceforoperatingwiththepresenceofrecreational
marijuanainMichiganifyouareunder21.Theminimumstandardin
MichiganforOperatingWhileIntoxicatedunderMarijuanaforthose
over21is1nanogram/milliliter.Thisisaverylowtestablelevel.
OtherstateslikeColoradoandWashingtonsettheirlevelat5ng/ml.It
ispossiblethatinthenearfutureourlegislaturewilladdressdrugged
drivingforrecreationalmarijuanausers.Thisareaofcriminallawwill
alsodevelopmorethroughcaselaw.

Asonecansee,theMRTMAhasn’tcompletelyeliminatedillegalac-
tivityrelatingtorecreationalmarijuanauseandpossession.Theabove
examplesarenotexhaustiveandsincethisisanewareaoflawin
Michigan,therewillbechangesasourstatelearnstonavigatethe
recreationalmarijuanaarena.

AlexanderW.HermanowskiisastaffattorneyfortheUniversityof
MichiganStudentLegalServiceswherehehelpsstudentswithvarious
legalissuesincludingcriminaldefenseandconsumerprotections.Mr.
HermanowskialsorunshisownpracticecalledHermanowskiLawfo-
cusingoncriminaldefense,plaintiff’spersonalinjurylitigation,and
estateplanning.Mr.HermanowskiisaDirectoratLargeonthe
WCBABoardofDirectors.Healsoco-chairstheWCBA’sCriminal
LawSection.Hecanbereachedatalexherm@umich.eduor(734)
763-9920.
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probatecanbeacomplicatedprocessforthe
personalrepresentative,wholikelyonlyhan-
dlesthistypeofsituationonceortwiceina
lifetime.Asanattorney,theprocessmakes
sensetoyou,butyourclientlikelyonlyhasa
cursoryunderstandingoftheprocess.Aproper
assessmentofthevalueofthedecedent’sreal
propertyisparticularlydifficultforthelayper-
sonortheattorneywhoisunfamiliarwithreal
estatetransactions.

Whendeterminingdateofdeathvaluesforthe
decedent'sassets,thetemptationmaybetouse
assessmentdatainordertoarriveattheopinion
ofvalueasofthedateofdeath,butisthis
workinginyourclient’sbestinterest?Istheas-
sessmentdataagoodindicatorofvalue?Doeshavingavaluethatissub-
stantiallyhigherorlowerthanactualvaluehurttheclientandpotentially
subjectyoutomisrepresentationintheend?

Inordertodeterminewhetherornotthesesourcesarereliable,Ipulled
twentyrandomsalesinthearea,andcomparedtheirsalespricestotheas-
sessmentdata.TheTCVistheTrueCashValue(Seechartbelow.)

Thisrandomsamplingoftwentysalesthatoccurredinthearea,compared
toassessmentdata,showsassessmentinformationbothaboveandbelow
salesprice,andonlythreeinstanceswithinafivepercentvariance(which
isthevariancethatmostappraisersconsiderthetolerancetheylookforin
termsofacceptability).Thatmeansthatassessmentdatawouldonlyhave
beenusefulfifteenpercentofthetime.

Themostreliableanddefensiblenumberwillcomefromaformalap-
praisal,conductedbyacertifiedrealestateappraiser.Throughouttheval-
uationprocess,theappraiseranalyzesandreconcilesthecollecteddatato
arriveatconclusionsregardingthefinalvalueopinion.Inthefinalrecon-
ciliation,theappraiserconsidersalltheavailabledataandusesknowl-
edge,experienceandprofessionaljudgmenttoarriveatafinalopinion
fortheproperty.

Thecostofanappraisalisminimalcomparedtothepotentialtaxburden

ofaninappropriatelyprovidedbasis.Equallyimportant,areportofthis
calibermayhelpsubstantiateyourclaimthatthevalueswithinthereport
arewell-foundedandaccurate.

Othertipsaboutappraisals:

Itisimportanttorememberthatsometimesthepersonpayingfortheap-
praisalisnottheappraiser’sclient.Forexample,inamortgagelending
scenario,theborrowerispayingfortheappraisal.Theappraiser,how-
ever,isdevelopingtheiranalysisandreportingfortheirclient:thelender.
Ifyouhaveaclientpurchasingpropertyandtheywouldliketoengage
theservicesofanappraiser,itiscompletelywithintheirrighttodoso,
butitisseparatefromthemortgageprocess.

Withappraisals,theintendedusecanbeformortgagefinancing,fores-
tablishingavalueinanequitabledissolutionissue,oritcanbeforbuying
ahousewithoutaloan.Therearemyriadreasonssomeonemaywishto
haveanindependentopinionoftheproperty’svalue.Oneconstantis
thattheappraisalreportshouldbeunderstandabletotheclientandin-
tendedusers.

Appraisalreportsshouldbeclearandhelpleadtheclienttoalogicalcon-
clusion.Eveniftheclientdoesnotagreewiththeresultsintheend,they
shouldalwaysbeabletounderstandhowtheappraisergottotheircon-
clusion.Theappraisalreportshouldbeabletohelptheappraiser’sclient
makeaninformeddecisionastohowtoproceedonwhateverthebasis
wasforobtainingthisprofessionalopiniontobeginwith.

RachelMassey,SRA,AI-RRS,IFA,isanAQBCertifiedUSPAPinstructor
andhasbeenappraisingfull-timesince1989.SheisaCertifiedResiden-
tialAppraiserinMichigan,specializinginrelocationworkforvarious
clients,aswellaslakepropertiesandotherresidentialproperties.She
coversallofWashtenawCounty,andpartsofJacksonandLivingston
Counties.Pleasevisithttps://annarborappraisals.comformoreinforma-
tion.

RachelMassey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v.Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v.
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart
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THANK YOU
to those that continue to support the WCBA by 
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for 

community service, law library, and technology 
improvements!

Elizabeth S. Arnkoff
Susan V. Brown – Chelsea Family Law

Adam H. Eichner – Eichner Realty, LLC
Suzanne R. Fanning – Suzanne R. Fanning, PLLC

Paul C. Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Peter C. Flintoft – Keusch, Flintoft & Fink, PLLC
Alexander W. Heritier – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique M. Liem – Liem Law & Mediation Office

Victor L. Lillich – Victor L. Lillich, JD & Associates, PLLC
Thomas C. Manchester – Law Office of Thomas C. 

Manchester
Sarah M. Meinhart – Sarah M. Meinhart, PLLC

Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen – Law Office of Mary O’Leary
John B. Owdziej – Law Office of John B. Owdziej

Lana A. Panagoulia – Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr. – Paterson Law Office

Margaret Dearden Petersen – Petersen Law PLLC
Eli N. Savit 

Jonathan D. Shapiro
Julie C. Sisson – Sisson Legal, PLC

John W. Stanowski – Stanowski and Associates
Nastassja A. Thomas – Hamilton, Graziano & London, 

PLC
John W. Whitman – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

sufficient for general jurisdiction.  A Plus Painting v. Summit Developers, Inc., 
et al., No. 16-151640-CB (Oakland Co. Cir., Oct. 5, 2016). Although A Plus 
Painting did not provide a detailed basis for its conclusion, it expressly found 
that Daimler posed no constitutional barrier to exercising general jurisdiction 
based on business registration alone. Id. at *3-4.   

Take-away for Michigan Practitioners

Michigan practitioners should be aware of the new constitutional limits on the 
exercise of both general and specific jurisdiction, which are not fully reflected 
in Michigan case law. For general jurisdiction, practitioners should be mindful 
that general jurisdiction over a non-consenting corporate defendant will very 
likely be unconstitutional outside of the defendant’s place of incorporation 
and principal place of business. And for specific jurisdiction, a marginal nexus 
between a defendant’s contacts with a forum and the claims at issue may no 
longer support jurisdiction where it once did.  

But it remains an open question whether registering to do business in Michigan 
and appointing an agent for service of process supports an inference of consent 
to general jurisdiction, and if so, whether that consent would be valid under 
Daimler. Without a binding Michigan decision or a U.S. Supreme Court 
decision rejecting consent-by-registration, it is an argument worth trying. But 
given the trend emerging from other jurisdictions, the opportunity to argue it in 
Michigan might be short-lived. 

Paul Stewart is a litigation associate in Dykema’s Ann Arbor office. He represents 
clients on a range of commercial, regulatory, antitrust, environmental, and 
appellate matters. Mr. Stewart is the Co-Chair of the Trial Practice Section of the 
WCBA and can be reached at pstewart@dykema.com.
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong! We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar. Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year. In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April. Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of. He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge. His temperament is ideal
for the bench. Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree. Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.” Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row. A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar. I am glad
you still belong! Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years. Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement! Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division! Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine. On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President. I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases. Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”. It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1. Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2. Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3. Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan
4. Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5. Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC
6. Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7. Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General

Counsel
8. Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC
9. David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De

fender
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a. Fotomat attendant
b. Dental assistant
c. English teacher in rural Japan
d. Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e. Garbage collector
f. Backstage security, Castle Farms

Music Theatre
g. Auto mechanic
h. Irrigation system installer
i. Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j. Auto mechanic
k. Tile Setter
l. Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY
WERE LAWYERS

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message

May/June 20198

May/June20194

I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com.

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree? Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate.

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education. I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing.

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers?
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts?
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA? What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages. Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.” The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics. Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example.

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis. A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes. It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions. This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)

Let us choose our words wisely. The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality

ab
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Hire a qualified appraiser!

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 

Certified Residential Appraiser
AQB Certified USPAP Instructor

Residential appraisals and 
reviews

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net

https://annarborappraisals.com

We Need Your Help!
Please donate 2 hours of your time.

The Washtenaw County Bar Association's
New Lawyers Section

is sponsoring
Law Day, USA

Wednesday, May 1, 2019   10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library, 343 S. Fifth Ave., Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti District Library, 229 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti

During Law Day, USA, members of the public come in for a free 20-30 minute consultation.  Most needed areas of law are family,
landlord/tenant, real estate, estate planning, probate, and general civil.  We also usually have a few inquiries in employment and

consumer protection areas of law.

Contact Kelley Lindquist at 734-994-4912 or lindquistk@washtenaw.org to volunteer and to tell us the areas of law in which you will
give consultations and which location works best for you.

Thank you in advance!  We couldn't do this without you.
A minimum liability policy is required for participation.

If you are running late the day of the event, please call the WCBA office at 734-994-4912.

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

AGC Seeks Volunteer Receivers

The Michigan Attorney Grievance Commission seeks 
licensed local attorneys to serve as pro bono volunteer 

receivers pursuant to MCR 9.119(G) to assist in liquidating 
the practice of lawyers who are incapacitated, deceased, 
suspended or disbarred.  Attorneys who are interested in 

serving in this type of capacity should contact:
                                      

Rhonda S. Pozehl, Senior Associate Counsel
Attorney Grievance Commission

 The Buhl Building
535 Griswold, Suite 1700

 Detroit, MI  48226
Phone: (313) 961-6585
Fax:  (313) 961-5819
Web:  www.agcmi.org                 

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a
few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address,  
and photo) to make the most of this feature.

mailto:trent.collier@ceflawyers.com
www.agcmi.org
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.eduor (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
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America, Inc.  Wallaker’s practice focuses primarily 
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DOES YOUR CLIENT HAVE CAPACITY?

lindquistk@ washtenaw.org 

such as Vascular Dementia, Lewy Body Syndrome, Huntingdon’s disease
and Parkinson’s dementia.  Each of these conditions can cause distinct
symptoms in the individual. In addition, as the population ages, the inci-
dence of elder adults with alcohol use disorders is growing.  Korsakoff
syndrome, for example, is a chronic memory disorder that is most com-
monly caused by alcohol misuse.

How do I determine if my client lacks the capacity for a legal trans-
action?
Incapacity is a medical determination.  However, as an attorney, you can
evaluate a client to determine if he or she has legal capacity.  On the sim-
plest level, you can use your history and knowledge of the client, as well
as conversation and questions intended to elicit information about a
client’s cognitive abilities.  If your client and his or her family are willing
to discuss cognitive issues, you can ask if your client has been diagnosed
with dementia and determine what stage of the disease your client has
reached.  

You can ask your client to obtain an evaluation from the primary care
physician that he or she is competent to enter into a specific legal trans-
action.  Typically, I schedule the signing of a document as contempora-
neously as possible with that evaluation so that there is a temporal
relationship with the medical opinion of capacity. I also ask for a written
opinion, most commonly in the form of a letter from the doctor, for my
file.

If your client has already been diagnosed with a cognitive impairment
such as dementia, you can seek an evaluation of the severity and extent
of your client’s impairment to see if they can execute a legal act notwith-
standing the dementia diagnosis.  A Mini Mental Status exam (MMSE)
or the broader Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) can determine
the level of your client’s cognitive abilities and deficits.  In more complex
cases, it might be appropriate for your client to undergo a neurological
evaluation or neurophysiological evaluation.  These medical evaluations
can be significant tools to the attorney seeking to determine legal capac-
ity.

Of course, all of the above are premised on your client’s cooperation.  In
a situation where capacity might be raised, I often find that if I explain
that the the validity of the documents and my client’s wishes might be
later questioned, the client is willing to obtain medical substantiation of
his or her capacity to execute the documents. 

What can you do if you determine that your client is incapacitated?
Obviously, an incapacitated client is unable to execute a legal document
or enter into a legal transaction.  This can leave the attorney stranded in
the middle of a sale, transaction or litigated case with an incompetent
client and unresolved legal issues.  

Does the attorney-client relationship survive the incapacity of the
client?
The Michigan Rules of Professional Conduct (MRPC) address represen-
tation of a client with a disability in MRPC 1.14 as follows:

(a) When a client's ability to make adequately considered decisions in
connection with the representation is impaired, whether because of mi-
nority or mental disability or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, as
far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship
with the client. 

(b) A lawyer may seek the appointment of a guardian or take other pro-
tective action with respect to a client only when the lawyer reasonably
believes that the client cannot adequately act in the client's own interest. 

Thus, the MRPC allows attorneys to undertake action to appoint a sub-
stitute decision-maker only if it would serve the incapacitated client’s
best interests to do so.  

Power of Attorney.  
The optimal outcome is that your client has previously executed a power
of attorney that designates an agent to act on his or her behalf in exactly
this type of contingency.  A power of attorney is ideal for a simple legal
act such as a property, contract or business transaction.  Note, however,
that a power of attorney is limited in scope and a client’s agent is not au-
thorized to undertake certain legal actions including executing a trust,
changing beneficiaries or making loans or gifts from the principal with-
out court approval.

Protective Order.
If your incapacitated client does not have an existing power of attorney,

or if the agent is prohibited from performing the legal action at issue,
you can petition the probate court for a protective order.  A protective
order is a valuable tool to obtain probate court approval for single trans-
actions such as the purchase or sale of a property or the dissolution of a
business entity.  

Protective orders achieve the goal of obtaining legal authority for a lim-
ited purpose and time-frame without the necessity for continued court
involvement.  

Conservatorship.
If the legal action is more complex, an ongoing matter or involves a lit-
igated case, a conservatorship is a more appropriate recourse.  A conser-
vatorship provides a substitute decision-maker, either a family member
or professional fiduciary, with authority over an individual’s finances
and legal matters.  Note that in any situation involving a petition to the
Court, you may need to disclose information regarding your client’s men-
tal capacity and other information that may violate the attorney-client
privilege.  You should consider filing a Petition with the Court ex parte
in order to protect such information and seek a court order allowing you
to make the disclosures.  

Suzanne Fanning is a probate attorney in Ann Arbor.  She concentrates
her practice in capacity and undue influence issues, guardianships and
conservatorships and probate litigation.  She can be reached at
suzyfanning@gmail.com. 
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